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Abstract: Breast cancer is the most common cause of death in women around the world. A new
tool has been adopted based on thermal imaging, deep convolutional networks, health applications
on smartphones, and cloud computing for early detection of breast cancer. The development of
the smart app included the use of Mastology Research with the Infrared Image DMR-IR database
and the training of the modified version of deep convolutional neural network model inception
V4 (MV4). In addition to designing the application in a graphical user interface and linking it
with the AirDroid application to send thermal images from the smartphone to the cloud and to
retrieve the suggestive diagnostic result from the cloud server to the smartphone. Moreover, to
verify the proper operation of the app, a set of thermal images was sent from the smartphone to the
cloud server from different distances and image acquisition procedures to verify the quality of the
images. Four effects on the thermal image were applied: Blur, Shaken, Tilted, and Flipping were
added to the images to verify the detection accuracy. After conducting repeated experiments, the
classification results of early detection of breast cancer, generated from the MV4, illustrated high
accuracy performance. The response time achieved after the successful transfer of diagnostic results
from the smartphone to the cloud and back to the smartphone via the AirDroid application is six
seconds. The results show that the quality of thermal images did not affect by different distances and
methods except in one method when compressing thermal images by 5%, 15%, and 26%. The results
indicate 1% as maximum detection accuracy when compressing thermal images by 5%, 15%, and 26%.
In addition, the results indicate detection accuracy increased in Blurry images and Shaken images
by 0.0002%, while diagnostic accuracy decreased to nearly 11% in Tilted images. Early detection of
breast cancer using a thermal camera, deep convolutional neural network, cloud computing, and
health applications of smartphones are valuable and reliable complementary tools for radiologists to
reduce mortality rates.

Keywords: breast cancer; thermography; cloud computing; deep learning; infrared camera

1. Introduction

The new smartphone technology has become a strong competitor to computers. It is
considered as one of the portable computers characterized by the characteristics of com-
munication and service applications for the user. Recently, specialized applications have
appeared in various sections of healthcare, making it easier for the user to access and benefit
from it. It also creates self-responsibility and makes it easier to access healthcare in remote
areas. This increasing growth in mobile applications in healthcare led to a huge number of
applications. These results indicate that the individual’s self-responsibility to obtain the
largest amount of healthcare became possible. In 2018, there were about 600 applications
for breast cancer awareness, screening, diagnosis, treatment, and managing disease [1].

Mobile phone applications in the modern era carry many advantages that have become
part of daily life. Due to the multiplicity of these applications, it has entered the medical
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field, especially in breast cancer detection. Therefore, many recent studies indicate the
culture of finding solutions for early detection and prevention of breast cancer.

The study conducted by the researcher [2] indicates a comparison between previous
studies in deep learning and other neural networks and between devices used to detect
breast cancer and its effects. The recommendations on the use of deep learning are shown
due to its high accuracy compared to other neural networks. In addition, the researcher
referred to the self-examination of breast cancer and the directions urged by the World
Health Organization to educate women about the risks of breast cancer. The study also
urged the creation of a lightweight algorithm to allow it to be installed as a mobile app that
is capable of supporting self-detection.

The study [3] explained the methods of developing a Bewell mobile application for
the natural treatment of patients with breast cancer. The app has been designed according
to studies that have been conducted with regard to patients with breast cancer, health
care professionals, and academics. The app also includes customized information, visual
displays of training, push notifications, tracking, and progress features. Moreover, the app
is easy to use and theist content is clear and motivating.

The researcher referred in [4] to evaluate user satisfaction with the mobile health
application for patients with breast cancer, which includes implementing a physical exercise
program with a pedometer and providing consultations on the phone. In addition to the
program, it was implemented within 12 weeks, and the patients were divided according
to age and who received radiotherapy. The results indicated a high level of satisfaction
among users and that it can play an active role in managing their health status through
mobile applications. The most satisfying result was data transmission accuracy (73%) and
patients were very satisfied with phone counseling (62%).

The researcher referred to in study [5] used a smartphone application for the psycho-
logical treatment of breast cancer survivors. The study also included a 24-week follow-up
of patients with breast cancer under the age of 50. Additionally, the application includes
educational videos, an entry form for this study, social networking, games, and chatting.
Moreover, two applications, Kaiketsu-App and Genki-App, were used on the iPhone.
The results indicate that it is the first trial to measure the effectiveness of psychological
treatment for patients with breast cancer using smartphone applications and to facilitate
therapeutic interventions without hospitalization.

Study [6] was conducted on the Effects of Nurse-Led Support Via WeChat, a smart-
phone app, for patients with Breast Cancer After Surgery, in which the researcher used
60 patients divided into two groups (each group consisted of 30 patients). The first group
has been checked up on continuously over 6 months via the smartphone application.
In addition, subjects in the intervention group participated in a WeChat-based support
program (WSP) led by nurses. Moreover, the patients were evaluated by their physical
well-being, state of psychology, and social support. WSP is a useful and effective way that
provides patients who have undergone surgery for BC with continued, individualized, and
timely education. Additionally, it facilitates continuous communication between patients
and healthcare providers and provides peer support from patients with similar treatment
experiences. WSP assisted with nurse-led support and had physical, psychological, and
social benefits for patients after BC surgery.

The study was conducted [7] in a personalized, web-based breast cancer decision-
making application: a pre-post survey, which included 255 women with breast cancer. The
study also included women (29–85 years old). The application was provided to patients
with breast cancer as an educational tool and a decision-making aid. The app also contains
information that is easy to access and has a reading level from sixth to eighth grade, with the
help of patient education. The results showed that when using a smartphone application in
conjunction with medical advice, an online educational tool to provide personalized breast
cancer education was associated with increased confidence in decision-making. Most of
the patients believed the app contained useful information, and was easy to navigate, and
included the right amount of information.
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The researcher [8] indicates that the MOCHA application can follow up the patients
with breast cancer in terms of nutrition, sports activities, and routine follow-up with
health care professionals. In addition to the study, the patients were followed up over
six months. The MOCHA system consists of three components: (1) the smartphone tool,
(2) the application server, and (3) the provider’s client. The smartphone tool and provider’s
client are the two applications that run on the Android and iOS operating systems. The
smartphone tool as a tracking and communication tool is installed on the participants’ cell
phones. The provider’s client is installed on the cell phones of the caregivers to monitor
participants’ attitudes and communication in real-time. The app is also used to guide the
behavior of patients with breast cancer to prevent disease. In addition, the work focuses on
long-term behavior modification to reduce common comorbidities among breast cancer
survivors and improve the quality of cancer care for this growing population.

The study presented by [9] indicates the feasibility of the smartphone application
and social media interference in the health outcomes of breast cancer survivors. The My
Guide app also included a set of icons that contribute to self-awareness of breast cancer,
including social communication, communication with the health awareness team, medical
advice, educational audios, and prescriptions for patients with breast cancer. In addition,
25 women participated in this four-week study for a remote training protocol (for example,
enhancing the use of the application and facilitating the resolution of problems related to
barriers that the participant identified using the My Guide app).

The researcher [10] used an Android app (WalkON®), daily walking steps, and weekly
distress scores were collected using app-based Distress Thermometer (DT) questionnaires
from participants of approximately 12 weeks. The study also aimed to investigate the
impact of a community-based mobile phone application on enhancing trauma and reducing
distress among breast cancer survivors. The number of participants in this study is 64
(20–60 years old). Furthermore, participants were instructed to run and update the app
at least once a week to have their daily walking data sent to a central database system.
The mobile community showed a significant increase in weekly steps and a decrease in a
distress thermometer.

The researcher [11] indicated the number of mobile phone applications for surviving
breast cancer and self-management available on Android and Apple operating systems.
The study included a total of 294 applications which were sorted according to the following
criteria: Availability in English language, free of charge to the user; and have a digital
rating available to the user on the corresponding mobile app store. A content analysis was
performed for the nine applications to meeting the inclusion criteria to assess the inclusion
of the following mobile health self-management features derived from the chronic care
model: symptom tracking; survival education; sharing information with family and/or
caregivers; scheduling follow-up visits; personal alerts and reminders; and social networks.
Surviving education was found to be the most popular self-management feature among
the apps reviewed, followed by social networking. The results of this study highlighted
the paucity of mobile health resources available to breast cancer survivors.

The researcher [12] explains the introduction of a smartphone application as a health
care tool for patients with breast cancer. It provides patients with individually tailored
information and a support group of peers and healthcare professionals. Online breast cancer
support aims to enhance women’s self-efficacy, social support, and symptom management.
The study included six months for 108 women. In addition, the application contains an
educational forum, a discussion forum, an Ask Experts forum, and a forum for personal
stories. The study contributed to the role of self-efficacy and social support in reducing
symptom distress and the credibility of using a theoretical framework for developing a
BCS intervention.

In this research [13], a comparison was made between a high-quality thermal cam-
era 640 * 480 pixels and a small thermal camera of 160 * 120 pixels. The thermal images
were greyed out and the four features were extracted using a gray level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM). Furthermore, the images were classified using the k-Nearest Neighbor
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classifier. The results indicated that both classification accuracy exceeded 98%. The method
achieves 99.21% accuracy with KNN and has superior performance to traditional methods.
Meanwhile, with the rapid development of smartphones that incorporate advanced digital
camera technology, they will be more accessible for early screening of breast cancer, re-
duces heavy costs, strict technical limitations, and scarce medical resources as an auxiliary
screening tool.

The researcher in [14] used a mobile phone equipped with a thermal camera. Image
captured from a thermal imager (Cat®S60: Equipped with FLIR ™ Lepton), transmitted
to FPGA via a Bluetooth ultra-low-power link, stored in an SD card, and gray matrix
co-presence (GLCM) features and run-length matrix (RLM) is computed and fed into a
Machine Learning (ML) classifier for early detection. The results indicated that the breast
cancer screening processor targets a portable home environment and achieves sensitivity
and specificity of 79.06% and 88.57%, respectively.

Previous studies in early breast cancer diagnoses have not ventured into the use of
the inception family of deep learning algorithms. Our proposed system introduces using
inception V3, inception V4, and modified version inception V4 [15]. Further, previous
studies indicated a lack of home diagnostic tools for early breast cancer detection. It is
noted that study [14] has used a mobile phone app to collect images using a thermal camera
and transmit images to a machine learning code running on an FPGA card nearby using a
Bluetooth connection. However, such solutions may introduce low accuracy levels. In this
paper the proposed system introduced uses inception V3, inception V4, and a modified
inception MV4 with very high accuracy and efficiency allowing for early detection of breast
cancer at an early stage and helps conduct regular and continuous examinations follow-ups
without violating the privacy of the patients or introducing any side effects.

2. Materials and Methods

The breast cancer screening scheme is presented using a mobile app connected to the
thermal camera. We present the outline at the beginning and then describe each process
in detail.

2.1. Framework

Figure 1 illustrates our approach to breast cancer screening using a mobile app. We
can summarize the main processes as follows: First, we train the Deep Convolutional
Neural Network as a model inception MV4. Second, we create a Graphical User Interface
Development Environment (GUIDE) in MATLAB using visual elements such as icons,
buttons, scroll bars, windows, and boxes to simplify the interaction between the human and
the computer. Third, we use cloud computing for the intense computational requirements
and large data processing found in deep convolutional neural networks. Fourth, we use the
mobile application to send thermal images for cloud computing, receive diagnostic results,
and display on users’ smartphone screen. Moreover, a set of thermal images were sent
from the smartphone for cloud computing on different distances and methods to verify
the quality of the images as shown in Figure 2. Four effects on the thermal image (Blur,
Shaking, Tilting, and Flipping) were added to verify detection accuracy.

2.2. Deep Learning in Matlab

Deep learning is a branch of machine learning that uses deep convolutional neural
networks to extract features directly from a database. Therefore, it achieves advanced
classification accuracy that exceeds human performance. We used a deep convolutional
neural network consisting of 192 layers. Deep convolutional neural network training
requires a set of databases that includes thermal images of healthy and breast cancer. Breast
thermal images were downloaded from the dynamic thermogram DMR-IR dataset, and
Deep Convolutional Neural Network model Inception MV4 was loaded, the learning rate
setting was adjusted and the optimization method was chosen. We divided the database
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into 70% for training and 30% for testing and trained the Deep Convolutional Neural
Network Inception MV4 (Figure 3).
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Our app employs our developed deep learning algorithms presented in [15], namely
Inception V3, Inception V4, and modified Inception MV4. The deep convolutional neural
network modified Inception MV4 was developed for higher detection accuracy and faster
arithmetic operations compared to Inception V3 and Inception V4. The major change in
MV4 is the number of layers in Inception B is less than those in Inception V4. Table 1 shows
a comparison between deep convolutional neural networks Inception v3, Inception v4, and
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Inception Mv4. Finally, all sizes of filters were 3 * 3 and 1 * 1 with average pooling and max
pooling [15].
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Table 1. Benchmarking Inception V3, V4, and MV4 on the app.

Configuration Inception V3 Inception V4 Inception MV4

Parameters of Augmentation

randomly flip the training
images along the vertical axis
and randomly translate them
up to 30 pixels and scale them

up to 10% horizontally
and vertically

randomly flip the training
images along the vertical axis
and randomly translate them
up to 30 pixels and scale them

up to 10% horizontally
and vertically

randomly flip the training
images along the vertical axis
and randomly translate them
up to 30 pixels and scale them

up to 10% horizontally
and vertically

Configuration

Global Average Pooling + Full
Connected Layer (2048)

+ SoftMax

Global Average Pooling +
Dropout (0.8) + Full

Connected Layer (1536)
+ SoftMax

Global Average Pooling +
Dropout (0.8) + Full

Connected Layer (1536)
+ SoftMax

first 10 convolution
layers frozen

first 10 convolution
layers frozen

first 10 convolution
layers frozen

Number of parameters 21,806,882 156,042,082 128,174,466

Optimization method ADAM SGDM SGDM

Database
1874 thermal images from

DMR-IR (70% training
&30% Testing)

1874 thermal images from
DMR-IR (70% training

&30% Testing)

1874 thermal images from
DMR-IR (70% training

&30% Testing)

Learning rate 1e−4 1e−4 1e−4

Software MATLAB MATLAB MATLAB

Accuracy Average 98.104% Average 99.712% Average 99.748 %

Error ±1.52% ±0.27% ±0.18%

Training Time epoch 3 6.376 min with error
±0.015 min

9.554 min with error
±0.145 min

7.704 min with error
±0.01 min
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2.3. Graphical User Interface Development Environment (GUIDE)

The advantage of the graphical user interface is the availability to the user who does
not know MATLAB. The graphic user interface is created using a set of icons such as
buttons, scroll bars, windows, and boxes to simplify it for the user. A graphic user interface
was created in Figure 4, which contains a dedicated place for displaying the thermal image
and showing the diagnostic result. In addition, auxiliary icons for diagnosis have been
created, such as the patient’s name, age, gender, and room temperature. Moreover, we
added some questions related to the patient’s condition before the examination and there is
an icon to reset all icons in GUIDE. Additionally, we provided two messages for the patient;
if there is a suspicion of cancer, it will display ”It is advisable to pay a visit to a specialist
clinic” and for other conditions, it will display “You are Safe” as shown in Figure 4. In
addition, the user interface has been provided with two files; the first was for entering the
diagnostic thermal image, and the other was for storing the diagnostic result.
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2.4. Cloud Computing

Cloud computing can process large volumes of data, with low cost, high performance,
and unlimited storage. Therefore, cloud computing is greatly increased [16]. In addition,
it is possible to add a set of GPUs with high specifications in cloud computing. The
PC was used as a cloud computing platform, where thermal images were received from
smartphones and processed on the PC and the results were sent to the smartphone via the
application as shown in Figure 5.

2.5. Smartphone Health Application

Mobile health is an application that provides healthcare via mobile devices. It has
been popular in recent times due to people’s interest in public health. Some health apps
rely on periodic monitoring and are usually connected to sensors to collect data such as
heart rate and track the exact geographical location [17]. Therefore, these applications
provide new solutions for digital health services. Previous studies have indicated solutions
to breast cancer recurrence and prevention, but no primary diagnostic aid for breast cancer
has been mentioned. By adding a thermal camera with smartphone applications, we have
added a feature for early detection of breast cancer as showen in Figure 6. The proposal is
to create an application that transfers data from the smartphone to the cloud computing
platform and sends the results from the cloud computing platform to the mobile phone, as
shown in Figure 7.
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2.6. Experiment Set Up

Figure 1 shows the steps for implementing early detection of breast cancer using a
smartphone application that is equipped with a thermal camera. We used a PC (Core i7,
RAM 36 GB, a GTX 1660 GPU with 6 GB RAM), Matlab version 2020a, DMR-IR database,
Huawei Smartphone, FLIR Pro-One thermal camera, and AirDroid app. In addition, a deep
convolutional neural network is designed as inception MV4. To train the deep convolu-
tional neural network model inception MV4, we set the learning rate to 1 × 10−4 and used
the Stochastic Gradient Descent with Momentum (SGDM) optimization method. After
training the Deep Convolutional Neural Network Model inception MV4, and verifying a
set of tests, we transferred it to MATLAB’s GUIDE. The user interface is designed in two
parts. The first icon contains the thermal image and the other contains the diagnostic result
as shown in Figures 8 and 9. Moreover, the user interface is programmed to automati-
cally read thermal images from a file (input images) created on the desktop and send the
diagnostic results to a file (diagnostic output) on the desktop.
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The AirDroid application was installed on the smartphone and on the desktop to insert
thermal images from the smartphone into the cloud computing and send the diagnostic
results from the cloud server to the smartphone. In conclusion, a group of thermal images
captured by the smartphone was tested by a thermal camera (Model FLIR One Pro) in a
Shiraz Hospital as shown in Figures 8 and 9. A comparison of the performance of the three
deep learning algorithms implemented on the app is shown in Table 1 below.

On the other hand, the experiments were made as follows: where two sources of
thermal images were used, the first source was DMR-IR Database, and the second source
was the FLIR One Pro connected to a smartphone (thermography from Shiraz Cancer
Hospital). The first experiment used six thermal images from Database, including three
healthy images and three breast cancer images. The second experiment used five thermal
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images taken by the Flair Pro-One thermal camera, all of them were suffering from breast
cancer. To verify factors affecting the quality of thermal images, they were sent from the
smartphone to the cloud in different ways. The first stage: thermal images were sent from
the Database and from FLIR One Pro thermal camera to the cloud via Wi-Fi on different
scenarios (1 m, 5 m, and 7 m, all without barriers). The second stage: thermal images
were sent from the smartphone to the cloud server via Wi-Fi, with barriers between the
smartphone and Wi-Fi (one wall, two walls, a roof, a roof with one wall, and a roof with
two walls). The third stage: thermal images were sent from the smartphone to the cloud
server by cable. The fourth stage: thermal images were sent from the smartphone to the
cloud server via the 4G network. The fifth stage: thermal images were compressed by
different percentage values such as 5%, 15%, and 26% and sent from the smartphone to the
cloud computing.
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Figure 9. Thermal Image from Shiraz Medical Center for breast cancer.

In addition, eight metrics were used to measure the quality of the thermal images
received in cloud server: Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),
Average Difference (AD), Structural Content (SC), Normalized Cross-Correlation (NK),
Maximum Difference (MD), Laplacian Mean Squared Error (LMSE), and Normalized
Absolute Error (NAE).

Image blur occurs when the camera moves during the exposure. As for the thermal
camera, when blurring occurs around temperature grades, it may lead to incorrect readings
in pixels and too unreliable results in thermal images [18]. The researchers in [19] also
studied the extent to which the blurring affects the accuracy of breast cancer detection.
Furthermore, thermal image tilt is a common processing routine for training a deep convo-
lutional neural network. The tilt depends on the angle and the point of the tilt [20]. The
goal of the blur, flip, and tilt is to increase network training and achieve the best diagnostic
outcome [21]. In addition, the increasing acquisition of thermal images by inexperienced
users leads to a large number of distortions, including shaking images caused by camera
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shake [22]. However, four factors have been added to influence the accuracy of thermal
imaging diagnostics (Blurry images in Figure 10, Flipped images in Figure 11, tilted images
in Figure 12, and Shaken images in Figure 13). Finally, the accuracy of the diagnosis was
verified in every aspect of the evaluation.
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3. Results and Discussion

We have conducted many experiments by applying the proposed method and the
results of the evaluation showed the success of detecting breast cancer at an early stage. The
deep convolutional neural network model inception MV4 showed excellent performance
in the training phase, so the diagnostic accuracy reached 100%. Moreover, the diagnostic
period is only 6 s from sending the image through the application and until receiving the
diagnostic result in the interface on the smartphone. The results showed that the size of
the application and user interface fees amounted to 1.5 GB due to their large database. In
addition, thermal image processing using deep convolutional neural networks requires a
high-speed GPU that is not available in smartphones, so cloud computing has the ability to
quickly diagnose and send results to the smartphone application.

The results showed that the thermal images (from the database and the FLIR One Pro
thermal camera) sent from the smartphone to the cloud computing server via Wi-Fi, either
direct or with barriers, did not change their quality as shown in Tables 2 and 3. However,
when compressing thermal images from the database and sent them from the smartphone
to the cloud, images quality changed as shown in Table 4. In addition, when thermal
images are compressed by 5%, 15%, and 26%, the diagnostic accuracy changes with a very
small difference of 0.0001% max with a change in the quality of thermal images. As for the
diagnostic accuracy of compressed (5%, 15%, and 26%) thermal images used from the FLIR
One Pro compared to the original images, it changed by a maximum difference of 0.1%
with a change in the quality of thermal images (Table 5).

Table 2. Detection accuracy and quality of thermal images (DMR-IR database) after effects.

Method
Sub Method DMR-IR

Database Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5 Image 6

Classification Health Images Cancer Images

Cable/
Data

1. MSE 0 0 0 0 0 0

2. PSNR Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf

3. AD 0 0 0 0 0 0

4. SC 1 1 1 1 1 1

5 NK 1 1 1 1 1 1

6. MD 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 LMSE 0 0 0 0 0 0

8. NAE 0 0 0 0 0 0

Accuracy % 100 100 100 99.9998 99.9998 99.9999
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Table 2. Cont.

Method
Sub Method DMR-IR

Database Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5 Image 6

Classification Health Images Cancer Images

WiFi

1 m/5 m/7 m
/One Wall/

Two walls/Roof/
Roof and one wall/
Roof and two walls

1. MSE 0 0 0 0 0 0

2. PSNR Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf

3. AD 0 0 0 0 0 0

4. SC 1 1 1 1 1 1

5 NK 1 1 1 1 1 1

6. MD 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 LMSE 0 0 0 0 0 0

8. NAE 0 0 0 0 0 0

Accuracy % 100 100 100 99.9998 99.9998 99.9999

Table 3. Detection accuracy and quality of thermal images (FLIR one PRO) after effects.

Method Sub Method
FLIR ONE

PRO Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5

Classification Cancer Images

Cable/Data

1. MSE 0 0 0 0 0

2. PSNR Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf

3. AD 0 0 0 0 0

4. SC 1 1 1 1 1

5 NK 1 1 1 1 1

6. MD 0 0 0 0 0

7 LMSE 0 0 0 0 0

8. NAE 0 0 0 0 0

Accuracy % 99.9451 99.2805 99.9593 99.4079 97.6108

WiFi

1 m/5 m/7 m
/One Wall/
Two walls/

Roof/
Roof and one wall/
Roof and two walls

1. MSE 0 0 0 0 0

2. PSNR Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf

3. AD 0 0 0 0 0

4. SC 1 1 1 1 1

5 NK 1 1 1 1 1

6. MD 0 0 0 0 0

7 LMSE 0 0 0 0 0

8. NAE 0 0 0 0 0

Accuracy % 99.9451 99.2805 99.9593 99.4079 97.6108
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Table 4. Compressed DMRIR image and check quality.

Quality
Parameters

DMR-IR

Healthy Cancer

Sample 1 Sample2 Sample 3 Sample 1 Sample 2

Compressed 5%

MSE 21.154531 20.738177 22.212344 11.707760 13.383073

PSNR 34.876770 34.963098 34.664860 37.446065 36.865245

AD −0.074635 −0.101302 −0.099323 0.006406 −0.029844

SC 0.994841 0.995139 0.994897 0.996824 0.996018

NK 1.002299 1.002157 1.002257 1.001439 1.001821

MD 29 34 29 22 24

LMSE 0.050918 0.049811 0.050031 0.033628 0.034838

NAE 0.018818 0.018412 0.019231 0.012792 0.013845

Accuracy 100 100 100 100 100

Compressed 15%

MSE 21.154531 20.738177 22.212344 20.570000 21.878854

PSNR 34.876770 34.963098 34.664860 34.998461 34.730558

AD −0.074635 −0.101302 −0.099323 −0.050521 0.011979

SC 0.994841 0.995139 0.994897 0.997278 0.998356

NK 1.002299 1.002157 1.002257 1.001094 1.000533

MD 29 34 29 29 36

LMSE 0.050918 0.049811 0.050031 0.044961 0.046356

NAE 0.018818 0.018412 0.019231 0.017210 0.018037

Accuracy 100 100 100 99.9999 99.9999

Compressed 26%

MSE 56.750885 52.876302 56.055312 20.570000 21.878854

PSNR 30.591077 30.898193 30.644636 34.998461 34.730558

AD −0.084948 −0.159635 −0.147604 −0.050521 0.011979

SC 0.995986 0.995805 0.996534 0.997278 0.998356

NK 1.001228 1.001378 1.000963 1.001094 1.000533

MD 65 46 58 29 36

LMSE 0.106175 0.095837 0.098707 0.044961 0.046356

NAE 0.030304 0.029065 0.029868 0.017210 0.018037

Accuracy 100 100 100 99.9999 99.9999

In the second part of the experiment, the results indicated that the use of four factors
affecting the accuracy of diagnosis fluctuated. The results of the experiment using thermal
images from the database show that detection accuracy in the first, the second, and the
third health thermal images decreased by a maximum of 1.6% in Blurry images, Tilted
images, and Shaken images. However, the Flipped image has maintained 100% detection
accuracy. As for breast cancer thermography, detection accuracy increased in Blurry images
and Shaken images by 0.0002%, while diagnostic accuracy decreased to nearly 11% in
Tilted images. However, in the Flipped image, the accuracy percentage remained the same
in the original pictures (Table 6).

On the other hand, the results of the experiment, in which FLIR One Pro thermal
images were used, when compressed and sent from the smartphone to the cloud computing
server, indicate a decrease in the quality of thermal images sent. However, this change in
the quality of thermal images affected the detection accuracy, as the results showed a very
slight fluctuation detection accuracy percentage around 0.03%. In addition, when Blurry
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images, Shaken images, and Flipped images were used, detection accuracy has increased
by a small percentage (about 0.4% max.), but when using Tilted images, the detection
accuracy percentage fluctuates +−0.5% (Table 7).

Table 5. Compressed FLIR one pro image and check quality.

Quality
Parameters

FLIR One Pro

Cancers

Sample 1 Sample2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5

Compressed 5%

MSE 0.649030 0.675719 0.585162 0.829629 2.590069

PSNR 50.008153 49.833142 50.458039 48.941965 43.997690

AD 0.001027 −0.003398 −0.004354 0.002947 −0.017099

SC 0.999920 0.999845 0.999872 0.999974 0.999875

NK 1.000030 1.000067 1.000055 1.000004 1.000037

MD 6 6 7 7 13

LMSE 0.069368 0.246863 0.075993 0.176870 0.226512

NAE 0.002163 0.002171 0.001914 0.002665 0.005469

Accuracy 99.95 99.3311 99.9608 99.4006 97.469

Compressed 15%

MSE 0.649030 0.675719 0.585162 1.988979 2.590069

PSNR 50.008153 49.833142 50.458039 45.144501 43.997690

AD 0.001027 −0.003398 −0.004354 0.001004 −0.017099

SC 0.999920 0.999845 0.999872 0.999964 0.999875

NK 1.000030 1.000067 1.000055 0.999996 1.000037

MD 6 6 7 11 13

LMSE 0.069368 0.246863 0.075993 0.301946 0.226512

NAE 0.002163 0.002171 0.001914 0.004966 0.005469

Accuracy 99.95 99.3311 99.9608 99.4275 97.469

Compressed 26%

MSE 0.716193 0.675719 0.585162 2.520331 3.415912

PSNR 49.580501 49.833142 50.458039 44.116228 42.795737

AD 0.001384 −0.003398 −0.004354 0.000240 −0.008514

SC 0.999915 0.999845 0.999872 0.999955 0.999934

NK 1.000031 1.000067 1.000055 0.999995 1

MD 6 6 7 13 15

LMSE 0.073986 0.246863 0.075993 0.441004 0.386388

NAE 0.002374 0.002171 0.001914 0.005745 0.006382

Accuracy 99.9491 99.3311 99.9608 99.4223 97.5137

Table 6. Detection accuracy of thermal images (DMR-IR DATABASE) after effects.

DMR-IR
Database Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5 Image 6

Image Effects Classification Healthy Healthy Healthy Cancer Cancer Cancer

Blurry images Accuracy % 99.8514 99.742 99.9156 100 100 100

Tilted images Accuracy % 98.6175 98.4814 98.786 88.7197 90.3664 90.9845

Shaken images Accuracy % 99.9988 99.9999 99.9995 100 100 100

Flipped image Accuracy % 100 100 100 99.9998 99.9998 99.9999
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Table 7. Detection accuracy of thermal images (Flir one PRO) after effects.

FLIR ONE PRO Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5

Image Effects Classification Cancer Cancer Cancer Cancer Cancer

Blurry images Accuracy % 99.981 99.6775 99.974 99.6294 97.8939

Tilted images Accuracy % 99.8634 98.173 99.5872 99.9466 99.0886

Shaken images Accuracy % 99.9582 99.4484 99.9594 99.5151 97.9629

Flipped image Accuracy % 99.9933 99.6179 99.9967 99.8228 98.7214

4. Conclusions

Health applications in smartphones contributed to the increase in the culture of self-
care. Given previous studies that seek to reduce the incidence of breast cancer, however,
it needs a primary diagnostic tool that is compatible with health applications in modern
smartphones. The current paper proposes a home-automated diagnostic tool with the
help of smartphone applications, cloud computing, and thermal cameras. The experi-
mental results confirm the effectiveness of the proposal, as the accuracy rate in breast
cancer detection has reached 100%. We conclude that breast thermography using health
applications for smartphones and cloud computing is a good tool for early detection of
breast cancer, especially for remote areas and elderly patients, in addition to providing
features related to health education, rapid response, and periodic follow-up for patients.
This tool on the smartphone application makes a quantum leap in raising the efficiency
of initial self-diagnosis. Moreover, this technology is characterized by repeated use at
the same time and used as a family diagnostic tool. Additionally, results show that the
quality of thermal images did not affect by different distances and methods except in one
method when compressing thermal images by 5%, 15%, and 26%. The results indicate 1%
as maximum detection accuracy when compressing thermal images by 5%, 15%, and 26%.
In addition, the results indicate detection accuracy increased in Blurry images and Shaken
images by 0.0002%, while diagnostic accuracy decreased to nearly 11% in Tilted images.
Future work could lead to the creation of an integrated health application that includes
health education, periodic follow-up, communication with the health care center, updating
patient data, prescriptions, and exercise, in addition to using this technique to detect other
diseases such as lung cancer and foot ulcers. Moreover, future work should add a set of
effects to thermal images before training in the deep convolutional neural network. Future
works should focus on improving the classification and detection accuracies considering
different age groups, gender types, and other convolved medical preconditions. Previous
studies have ignored the diagnoses considering these important factors. An interesting
fault diagnoses method that combines thermal imaging and machine learning is introduced
in [23]. Future work may look into the possible application of this method to the early
detection of breast cancer.
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